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The author once concerned himself to generalize the theories of bicompact 
spaces by I. Gelfand, A. N. Kolmogoroffi^ and by I. Kaplansky,^  ^ and he character­
ized complete metric spaces and totally bounded uniform spaces by some systems 
of real-valued functions.^  ^ About the same problem, the recent paper by T. 
Shirota has got more refined results.^  ^ It seems, however, that their attentions 
have not yet been devoted to general complete uniform spaces. In this paper 
we shall characterize a general complete uniform space by a directed system of 
uniformly continuous functions from the space in a parallelotope and shall con­
sider a more general case.
Let be a complete uniform space and let \ ^ =  1,2, •••} be a
uniform basis of this space satisfying the condition that Utw+i <C P  We denote 
by D (R ) the totality of uniformly continuous functions u(x) from R in to the paral­
lelotope P  {/^] a: 6 A } (/  ^=  satisfying the following two conditions,
A ) jv: C S(jv, ll^„) implies \u^(x) -Ua(y) ] <  -^  (e? sort of Lipshitz's condition),
E ) there exist a finite number of a, G A  (/ =  I, •••, /^ ) and a definite positive
h
number I such that U >  h
 ^= I
where we denote by Uo(,(x) the o:-coordinate of the function uQx) ; hence Uaix) is 
a real-valued uniformly continuous function.
Remarks. We can replace condition A) with the condition, \u^(x) 
k^  2 ^^  y where k^(a^A) are positive definite numbers. Condition B) is a 
stronger condition than the condition that for every x^R, i,e,
U U^ix) >  0.
1) I. Gelfand and A. N. Kolmogoroff, On rings of continuous functions on topological 
spaces, C. R. URSS, 22 (1939).
2) I. Kaplansky, Lattices of continuous functions. Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 55 (1947). This 
paper was unknown by the author at the time.
3) J. Nagata, On lattices of functions on topological spaces and of functions on uniform 
spaces, Osaka Math. J. I (1949).
4) T. Shirota, A  generalization of a theorem of I. Kaplansky, Osaka Math. J. 4 (1952).
5) Notations and notions in this paper are chiefly due to J. W. Tukey, Convergences and 
uniformity in topology, 1940.
6) The notation P { I a \ ( x ^ A }  means the product space of
Now we consider an ordering relation on D (R )  by defining u(x) S - . u ' when 
and only when for all a^A, Then the join u'^ v of two elements
u, V of D (K ) exists always in D(R ), but the meet does not always exist In D(R)J^ 
Hence D (R )  is a partially ordered system and a directed system, but it is not a 
lattice.
Definition. We call a non-vacuous subset jli of D (R ) a characteristic ideal 
or c-ideal, if
I )  >- m  ^fjL implies  ^/j.,
I I )  fi, m' imply m  ^D (R )  and 7fi 6
I I I )  for every Uq 6 D (R ) there exists ju such that m'^Uo •
Definition. If for a family {/i} of c-ideals and for two elements u, u' of D (R ),  
there exists such that m^ju implies ^  m, then we denote this rela­
tion by < 'u  ({a«}). Thisrelation coincides with u' < u  If every element of {/t} 
contains an element ni such that m ^ u .
Definition. We call a family {/i} of c-ideals a max family if {/i} satisfies 
the following conditions,
I )  for every U ^D (R ) there exists ^ D (R )  such that u '< u  ({/ «}); 
u ' ({/4) ({/ }^)^  ^ imply for every elements p,q of D (R ),
2 ) V Z) € \fi\ implies p € for every c-ideal v,
3 ) if /^ vc hi] and Pl /^ 7 "1-0, then H Ih is a c-ideal and it is contained in {/«},
Y Y
4 ) {/^ } is a maximum family satisfying I), 2), 3).
Definition. We put {/.1} (a;o) =  {/< I for all ao and e >  0, there exists /t such 
that Uo^ f)(xo) < e ;  /« is a c-ideal}.
Lemma I. For every and xo, there exists a c-ideal /i such that jii € {/<} (a:o) ; 
m e /Jt implies ^  for x  ^S(xo f Uojcw).
Proof. For every positive integers i, n and for each aQ € A, we can define 
a real-valued uniformly continuous function f  (x) such that O •< / (;tro) < ,  
(x^S{xo, n.ord), / (x )> ,/ (x o ): xeS(>>,U»o/) implies \ f i x ) - f { y ' ) \
<  • The method of defining such a function is the same as in the proof of 
Urysohn’s lemma.
Using such a function, we define m^ '^ (^x)  ^D (R )  so that O <  <C i  ,
mi^^(x) ^ -^ :^ (x iS (x o y  Uaon+i)). m^ J' (^x) =O (a--\^ao), and so that m^^^^\x) 
^m^^^(x) (/ =  1,2, •••). Then the family, /i ~  \m\D(x) d m7->m^ ^  ^ for some/}
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7) We use the symbols V> /\ f^ >r joins and meets of elements of D ( R )  and for uniform 
coverings, and we use ^  for joins and meets of real numbers and for sets.
8) -<^  P means the negation of m' p.
is a c-ideal satisfying the condition of this lemma.
Lemma 2. i s  a  m a x  f a m i l y  f o r  e a c h  x q ^ R .
Proof. We shall prove firstly that {/j} (^ Xo) satisfies condition I). Let u be 
an arbitrary element of then from condition B) of there exist a o ^ A
and a positive integer n  such that U j^ q ( x o ) ^ 0.  For this n  we define
ID(R^ so that u 'ocq(^x') u j  =O {a^ao^. By Lemma I we denote by
/( a c-ideal of {j^ i} (xo) such that ;h;$S(a;o VLaon+i) implies every
1 1 1m e /t. Then since u,^(ix) >  ^  - 2^  =  for € S(x6 , Uccon-ii) from condition 
A ), we get ^  m^ U for every m c Hence {ju} ).
Next assume that u' then from the above arguement we see that
there exists xeSQxo, Uojow+i) such that Pc6qQx)<. u^ q^Qx^  ~  Rence p^^ix0 )
1 1 1
+ 2”^  “  ^  from condition In the same way we see that
implies Q ^QxoX ^ . Hence pccoixo^ '-  ^ < u ^ qQx o \  and hence
U  S  P ^  Q-
It is obvious that {/^}(^o) satisfies condition 2). Next we prove that {/^}(xo) 
satisfies also 3). Let juiy^  {m}Qxo  ^ and 0  then for  ^C) /^ 7 and for every
7 y
C juy we get a  ^J^y from condition II) of c-ideal. Take m^'^  ^€ /uy such 
that m^^Xxo') <  £ for arbitrary ao and e >  0, then for sup a
y
^4oK^o) ~  sup m^^Xxo) ^  e, Since m^D^R'), we get m^f ]  /iy from condition I).
y  y
Hence H /iy satisfies condition III ) of c-ideal. Since H Uy satisfies obviously I), 
y y
II), n /h is a c-ideal and is an element of {/i}(:vro) from the above arguement.
7
Lemma 3. I f  e v e r y  juy a r e  e le m e n t s  o f  a  m a x  f a m i l y  {fx ]y  th e n  f o r  a  d e f i n i t e  
p o s i t i v e  n u m b e r  k , / J y =  [ m ' \ D { R ' ) ^  "^ ^ m  =  {^a^(^)o^}, [n ^ o L x ^ ] = m ^ / n y \  
a n d  n iA  c - i d e a l s  a n d  a r e  e le m e n t s  o f  {ju }.
7
Proof. It is obvious that jLt^  satisfies conditions I), I I I ) of c-ideal. Let 
m^ , ^//  ^ and let ^^m ^k, m^  ^>_ m m,n^ /jy, then m' ^ m '^  ijyi a ^) 
=  (jn ' V m) /V im '  ^)1> (m^  ^m~) m'^  ^n') /^ k, Hence (^m' a ^^0
((/W^  ^m ) A (m ''''  ^'/2) )  A Since m,n^/iy, from conditions I), II), {m 'm ~ )  
A ^n^^ !Xy. Therefore m' a m "  c B {R )  and m' a m "  c a«7 . Hence iiy satisfies 
also condition I I )  and is a c-ideal. Since /i? Z) fiy, from condition 2) we 
get 6 {a«}. If we take ml =  m^'^  ^ 6 a«7 , then supm^P € fl ; hence
7 7
n Therefore from condition 3) H is a c-ideal and it is an element
y '  7
of {/z}.
Let us assume that {jut} is a max family, then for each a o ^ A  and each posi­
tive integer n putting ^  {^^^(^)}, u.^Qx) =  , u^{x) =  O ( a : w e  get 
satisfying condition I )  of max family for this and {/Ji}, For these 
{/4 , shall prove the following lemmas.
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Lemma 4. There exists xg =  ato(«^ o such that u^ J' o^^ Xxq)
=  for every p. 6 {a«} there exists m^p,: m^ joC^ o) <
Proof. Firstly we show the existence of Xo^ R  and ^ A  such that for 
every {/j] there exists nic^ Q^xo') <C'^^ 'Qxo')y where we denote by
u' and ^ simplicity. For if we assume the contrary, then for every
x,a we get such that implies For these
/^ar, 05  ^ n is to be a c-ideal from Lemma 3. If m € /-«o , then for eachX^ R, (X^A ■ '
a: and each a and hence mJ^x^>^u'o,ix^r\k. Therefore but
since  ^D(^R') is obvious, this contradicts condition III ) of c-ideal. Hence we
see that for every {jul} there exists m^ja such that /w/(jco)<C
Next we show that u^ K^xo') for such a\xo. For if we assume the
contrary: u^/Cxo^y  ^Uc^ Q^xo'), then this formula combining with the above conclu­
sion implies that for every jut  ^ {ju} there exists mejm such that 
^Cui^Qxo')- Hence (i{ju\y Thisconclusion contradicts condition I )  of max
family, and hence it must be u^ ^^ xo^  ^u^^Cxo^
If we assume that then from u^ ^Qxo^  ^  0, u^^Cxo) =  O holds, but
this contradicts the existence of m ^  jut such that nia (^xo  ^ Hence for
every ao, n there exists Xo =  XoQao n )^ R  such that for every fx 6 {fi} there exists 
m^H such that mojoC^oX^^oC^o) and the proof of this lemma
is complete.
Definition. Put Vcc^ n-=^  \x\ for every /«€{/<} there exists m^f i  such that 
then by Lemma 4 xq  ^ •
Lemma 5. Va-^^i C  S K u ic ^ o  n \  Uajo^O*
Proof. Let us assume the contrary and let us assume that S(^o, Uac^ O 
^^Six\V(aQn) ~  (1>, For these xa ,x ' we define the following two
functions p,q in Z )(ie ): Pccq(xo  ^<Ko (xo '),  for
XiS(^Xo , IUoO ; Q =  {QXx )}, (?a5oC^ )>- ^  for x^s(ix\ U^ony
Then since :vo, x^eV^on, obviously From S(^o, lUou')
^S(:vMla5ow) =  U ^  P^q  is obvious, but this contradicts condition I )  of max 
family. Hence it must be Ko^ C S\xo ,
Ii
Lemma 6. F o r  e v e r y  a t , n.i { i  =  I, •••, h ') , n S K x o Q a i  n . i ) , 11»^,,,.)0 h o ld s .
h
Proof. I. Let us assume the contrary, i,e, O S K ^ o C ^ociui) =  0, then 
for every x ^ R  there exists i  such that SK^oC For each x^Ry
we fix one of such /. Since from Lemma 5, for such /, x^ holds, noting
the definition of we see that there exists jnQx,i)^ {^} suich that m£jLiQx,i)
implies For a ^ a i ,  from the proof of Lemma 4, there
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exivsts fx(^x,a)^ \ii] vsuch that implies Putting
O for — a-i, we get {/^ } for every a ^ A  having the
property that holds for every ix{^x,a\ From Lemma 3 we
get n  iJ^ (^ x, a ) =  !i\x, /) € {/^ }. For this p.\x, 0, ^  O implies mJix')OiaA
^^/(05,^,)^^ for every a,
2. Next putting v =  sup {inf {m\m^ tx\x,iy^ \x  ^R\y we show that v^DQR). 
It is obvious that v has a definite value for each point of R, and that v satisfies 
condition A ) of DQR^. We shall show that DQR^ satisfi.es also B). Since
 ^ (/ =  I, , h'), there exist finite subsets Fi (/ =  I, , /^ ) of A  and
positive numbers /« (/ = !,•• • , h) such that U >-./«> O (/ =  I, •••, h).
ft Ot^ Fi
We put [J Fi =  F ; F  is a finite subset of A, Let x be an arbitrary point of R
i=i
and let z be the fixed number for x such that Viotini'), then
{J in f  {m,ix^\m ^ f iX x jy i '2^  \J I ir^k from the property of
Ci^ Fi Ct^ Fi
fi\x, /) decided in I. Hence for each x  ^Ry U  vj^x^ >  U in f  {nicc( x^^ \m^  OSa^ F OC^Fi I,
>  Iir^k for some i, Thereforefor every x we get U ( H
OC^F / = 1
V satisfies condition B), and hence v c D(2?).
3. From Lemma 3 and from I  of this proof, H //(^,O is to be a c-ideal.
X^R
C n /), however, implies m ^jjX x . i )  for every .r, and henceX^K
myi-inf \m\m ^//Qxyi)}- Therefore m ^ v  for every m^r\ i-f-\Xyi), but this
9-€ n U
contracts condition I I I ) of c-ideaL Thus the first assumption: H ‘^ i)y
/=1
=  0 is impossible. Bythislemma {S^XoQa n), Uan')\ae A, n "1 ,2 ,  is 
a chauchy filter, and hence by the completeness of R, this filter converges to a 
point of R,
Lemma 7. I f  the chauchy filter {S ^ atoC^ ^),  ^ ^ =  1, 2, •••} con­
verges to a ^R, then {/(} =
Proof. Take arbitrary a^^A and a positive integer n, then for xq  ~  Xo
there exists m^ju such that every /i €{/.«}. Since
___________ _ __   ^ 1 1  I
a e S^XoQao n), Ua&on'), from condition A ) we get nioc^ i^a) <  ,^7 + 2^  + W  < 2^  •
Hence {jut} C {a«}(^). Therefore from condition 4) of max family, we get 
{/«} =
If {,«}C:vo)C {a«} and if {n] is a family of c-ideal satisfying conditions I), 2),
3), then {/x} C {/«}(<^) for some a ^R, Hence {a^C^o) C {/^}(^), but this is pos­
sible obviously only when Xo ^  a. Hence {/ji}Qxo) ^  {jut} ; hence {a«}(^o) satisfies
4), too.
Denoting by ^QR) the totality of max families of R, we get a one-to-one 
correspondence between R  and ^QR) from the above conclusions. We shall 
denote by ® (A ) the image of the subset A  of i? in ® (i?) by this correspondence,
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Definition. We call a covering of ^(i? ) a uniform covering
of if and only if there exists u ^  D{R^ such that if {ju}{ay') $ D(Uy) Qy 6 C),
then for some two points a i , az of ay Qt  ^C\ there exist /uli € \ju}Qai'), 1x2 € {a«}(«2)  
such that m2  ^/^ 2 imply u ^m ^^ m2 .
Lemma 8. In order that { {^JJy')\ is a uniform covering of it is
necessary and sufficient that [Uy] is a uniform covering o f R,
Proof. N e c e s s i t y ,  Let {Uy} be a uniform covering of R  and let Via^n be a 
uniform covering of the uniform basis of R such that For these
and n, we put u =  ^ . « / » )  =  O (a  H= )• If {^ 1 ( « 7) $ 'WJy'),
then we take a\, a2 from ay so that a\ is an arbitrary point of ay and 
, Ua-O^ ) ClUy^ ay ^  a2 , From Lemma I, we get € {/^!(«2)
such that m'^ii\ implies for x^SQa\, m^  ^  ^1 1^2 implies
^ ^  , Uocqu')- Since SQai, , VL^ qu)  =  0, u ^  m^   ^m '^
holds for every m'  ^ii\ y m "  ^1^ 1 2 * Hence is a uniform covering of ^QR)
by the above definition.
Sufficiency, Let us assume that {^ /7} is not a uniform covering of R, If u 
is an arbitrary element of DQR\ then from condition B) of DQR) there exist a
Ih
finite number of a.i (/ =  1 , ---,/i) and a positive integer n such that \JUf^ Q^%) 
I Since for these at, n, A  lUyw+i is a uniform covering of R, A  Ua;;w+i
 ^ =^I * = i
<C {^ /7} holds. Hence there exists L^cAUa^w+i such that U( U^y'=\~'^^  for all r*
We take a definite point Xq € U, Then there exists a.i such that Uo^ Q^xa) ^  . 
Next we take ay so that ay^Ur^Uy, i,e, {iJ.\Quy) '^^QUy), If «2 are two
points of ay and if /^ 26 {/^!(«2)  then there exists m'  ^ti\, m "   ^1x2
I  I  ''such that m'^^^a{) <  ^  , m'J.Qa2 ) <  , Since a^, a^, xq ^U  6 A^
from condition B) we get m^^C^roX <  ^  , ni'JjQxo)
<  + • Hence m^ J^ Qx) <  ^  <  u^^Qxo), and hence
u ^ m ' '^  m "  for every m' € tx\, m^  ^  ^/^2. Therefore {^{Uy)\ does not satisfy the 
condition of the above definition, and hence {^QUy)\ is not a uniform covering 
of ^QR),
From this lemma we get the following
Theorem I. Jn order that complete uniform spaces Ri and R 2 are uni­
formly homeomorphic it is necessary and sufficient that DQRi) and DQR2 )  are 
order-isomorphic, where DQR{), DQR2 )  are directed systems of a ll functions 
satisfying conditions A ), B),
Next let us consider a uniform space without completeness property. Let 
Vian and P\Icc\a^ A} have the same meaning as in the case of complete space.
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We denote by D\R") the directed system of all the uniformly continuous functions 
from R into P{I^\a^ A\-{0\ satisfying condition A). We regard this directed 
system as having real numbers /3 such that O << /3 I  as operators, and define
=  WuXxyi- We call a subset /i of a c-ideal as in the previous case,
if ju, satisfies conditions I), II), III). In this case, max family is a family of 
c-ideals satisfying conditions 2), 3), 4), and condition I )  is unnecessary.
We can prove in the same way as in the previous case that {/^1
for every af, e >  O there exists u^ /ui such that UccQxo) <  e, is a c-ideal of D \ R )]  
satisfies condition 2), 3). Conversely, if {ix\ is a max family of c-ideals satisfying 
conditions 2), 3), 4), then {/^ } C {a«K^o) for some xq^R- For if we assume the 
contrary, then for every R there exist aix^^^A, e(jCo)>0 and /j.Qxq')^ 
such that m c^ Q>(jVo) e(iVo) >  O for every m i^J.Qxfi). Then as in the previous 
case n fJ^ (^ Xo) is to be a c-ideal of D \ R )  for a positive number k, Putting 
snp [ in f  {m /X^o)} Uo c R\ =  u, we see easily that w(jco) ^  ^  £(;t:o)o^ >  O-
Since obviously u has a finite value at every point of R, u is an element of D\R^  
If me C then for every Xo, m >m oAk  for some Wo€/K^o), and hence
m >1 in f  {m t\k\m  ^A«(:x:o)} for every xo € R- Therefore it must be m u, but this 
contradicts condition I I I )  of c-ideal. Hence we get \jn\ C {a«}(:^o) for some Xo  ^R 
and \/x\ — from condition 4) of max family.
It is obvious that in order that for every O << /9 Si I, there exists u' c (iR) 
such that =  u it is necessary and sufficient that Ucc(^ x^ ) is a definite number 
ka 7^  0 for each A. We denote by X^(jR) the totality of max families of D\R^, 
To define uniform coverings of ®^(i?), we replace “there exists u ^ D { R )  -  in 
the previous definition of uniform covering of ® (i? ) with “there exists u 6 D\R^ 
such that — u for every /9 and for some € D\RJ\  Then we can show 
easily that {*2)(f/7)} is a uniform covering of ® (i? ) if and only if {Uy\ is a 
uniform covering of R, Thus for a general uniform space we get the following.
Theorem 2. In order that tivo uniform spaces Ri and R 2 are uniformly 
Iiomeomorphic it is necessary and sufficient that D^(jRi) and D^R'i^ are operator  ^
isomorphic.
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